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Abstract 
We consider the linearized form of an evolution equation used to model viscoelasticity and heat conduction in 
materials with memory. The equation is discretized in time using several schemes based on the backward Euler and 
Crank-Nicolson methods, and incorporating appropriate quadratures for the memory term. By permitting variable time 
steps, we remove a restriction present in earlier related work by the first two authors. 
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1. Introduction 
We shall consider initial value problems of the form 
fo ut + B(t - s)Au(s)ds =f(t )  for t > 0, 
(1.1) 
u(0) = v. 
Here, ut = du/~t and A is a self-adjoint positive-definite linear operator with a complete eigensys- 
tem {2,,, ~bm}~=l in a real Hilbert space H. The kernel fl is assumed to be real-valued and 
positive-definite, i.e., for each T > 0 the kernel fl belongs to LI(O, T) and satisfies 
;o fo qg(t) fl(t - s)~o(s)dsdt >~ 0 for all ~0 ~ C[0, T] .  (1.2) 
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(Note that we do not use the term positive-definite in its strict sense.) 
Our purpose in this paper is to study discretization i  time of the problem (1.1), using variable 
time steps. The methods considered will be based on the backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson 
approximations of the equation, combined with appropriate quadrature rules approximating the 
integral. The present paper is a continuation of the investigation i [-4], where the case of constant 
time steps was studied using Fourier methods. In that paper, A was taken to be a second-order 
elliptic partial differential operator in spatial variables, and the further discretization of (1.1) by 
finite element methods was considered. However, in the present investigation we shall treat only 
the discretization in time. 
Positive-definiteness of the kernel 8 and of the linear operator A leads to a stability estimate for 
the solution of the continuous problem (see Section 2): 
;o Ilu(t) ll Ilvll + 2 II f(s) lr as for t > 0, (1.3) 
where PI " H denotes the norm in Hilbert space H. (A more careful argument shows that the factor 2 is 
not necessary; see [4, Section 5].) For any kernel 8 e L1 (0, oo), it follows from Plancherel's theorem 
that (1.2) holds if and only if 
o°8(t)cos(Ot)dt >1 O, for all 0 > 0. 
When 8 e L l (0 ,~)c~Cl (0 ,~) ,  we can integrate by parts over the periodicity intervals (with 
some care at t = 0) and thereby obtain a well-known sufficient condition for positive-definiteness: 
8' is nondecreasing. Such a kernel must also satisfy 8 >~ 0 and 8'~< 0, because otherwise it 
would not tend to zero at infinity. Note further that if 8m (m = 1,2,3,. . .)  is a sequence of 
positive-definite kernels in LI(0, ~), and if 8,, converges to 8 in LI(O,T) for all finite T >0,  
then (1.2) holds. Thus, e.g., the kernel 8( t )=t  ~-1 =limm_.o~t'- le -'/m is positive-definite 
fo r0<a< 1. 
Now let 0 = to < tl < ... < t, < ... be a sequence of time levels, and define the corresponding 
stepsizes k, = t, - t,_ 1. We denote the approximation of u(t.) by U", and introduce the backward 
difference quotient 
j ,  un_  U"--  U n-1 
kn 
Writing 
;o - -  8 ( t  - s)q (s)ds, 
we also introduce a quadrature approximation 
qn(q~) = ~ ~.jkjq~ j ~ Bt.(q~) with ¢pJ = q~(tj). 
j= l  
(1.4) 
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(In such expressions, q~ may be real-valued or H-valued depending on the context.) The backward 
Euler method is then of the form 
J,U" + q,(AU) =jT, for n ~> 1, 
(1.5) 
G°=v,  
where f" is a suitably chosen approximation tof(t.).  Similarly, the Crank-Nicolson method takes 
the form 
[.U" Jr" qn-1/2(AU) =?,-1/2 for n t> 1, 
U°~v,  
where 
t. + t ._  1 
t,_ 1/2 - 2 ' q"- 1/2(q)) ~ Bt, ,j2(q~) and ?n- 1/2 ~f( t , -  1/2)" 
We have already remarked that positive-definiteness of the kernel leads to stability of the 
continuous problem (1.1). A major ingredient in our present investigation is to secure appropriate 
discrete analogues of (1.2). For instance, in the backward Euler case we desire positive-definiteness 
of the discrete quadratic form 
N 
Qu(~0) = Z k.q,(~p)q~"; 
n=l  
cf. [5]. This property of Qu implies the stability estimate 
dlv"ll<llV°ll+Z k llfJll for0<.<N, 
j= l  
just as, for the continuous problem, (1.2) implies (1.3). Also, it is easy to see that if QN is 
positive-definite, then the weights in (1.4) must satisfy co,./> 0 for 1 ~< n ~< N, and that this in turn 
guarantees the existence of U". 
In our discussion below we shall treat separately two different cases, namely, when/3 is a smooth 
function and when/3 has a weak singularity at t = 0. In the former case, (1.1) is hyperbolic in 
character. For instance, when/3 - 1, differentiation gives just the "wave equation" u, + Au =f ,  
and when/3(s) = e -s the "weakly damped wave equation" u, + ut + Au =f+f .  In the second 
case, i.e., when/3 is weakly singular, (1.1) exhibits certain features of a parabolic equation, such as 
a smoothing property of the solution operator for the homogeneous equation. A typical case is 
when/3(t) = t "- 1, with 0 < a < 1. For this kernel one may show regularity estimates expressed in 
terms of the seminorm 
Ivlr =lIWvll ,  r>0.  
In fact, it was shown in [4, Theorem 5.5] that if f -  0, then 
[u(t)l~+u ~< C(~)t-(~+l)Ulv[. for t > 0 and 0 ~< p ~ 1, (1.6) 
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and similarly the time derivatives D'~u(t) with m/> 1 satisfy 
[D~u(t)lr+u <~ C(m,~)t-~+1)~'-mlv[, for t > 0 and - 1 ~< # ~< 1. (1.7) 
Sections 2-5 deal with the case when fl is smooth. 
In Section 2, we consider the standard backward Euler method (1.5) with the right rectangle rule 
q~eCt(q~) = ~ f l ( tn-  tj)kjqgJ. (1.8) 
j= l  
The corresponding discrete quadratic form Q~Ct is positive-definite, so we are able to prove 
stability and hence derive an error estimate of the form 
]1 U" -- u(t,)]] ~< C(fl, T) ~ kj(llblttllL,(lj) -'}- ]]Aul[wlaj)) for 0 ~< t, ~< T .  
j= l  
For a smooth solution the two norms on the right-hand side are O(kj), and so, in the case of 
a constant ime step k~ = k, the error bound is O(k). 
In this simple form of the backward Euler method, the memory term leads to a serious practical 
difficulty. Since we make use of the numerical solution at all preceding time levels, the execution 
time and memory required for performing the nth time step is O(n) (times of size of a vector in H). 
Motivated by an idea in [3], which is concerned with integro-differential equations of parabolic 
type, we show in Section 3 that the computational cost can be reduced by using a particular 
piecewise-linear pproximation of the function s ~ fl(t, - s). The fact that the resulting modified 
quadratic form is still positive-definite d pends on the following estimate for the rectangle rule (1.8): 
1 N 
Q~ect(~0) ~> ~ fl(0) E (k.q~") 2, (1.9) 
n=l  
which allows some perturbation of qr~¢t. 
The program of Sections 2 and 3 is repeated for the Crank-Nicolson method in Sections 4 and 5. 
Instead of the right rectangle rule, we now use the midpoint rule to achieve second-order accuracy. 
The associated quadratic form, although nonnegative, cannot be bounded below as in (1.9). 
Nevertheless, it is possible to modify the midpoint approximation, using this time piecewise-cubic 
approximations to fl, in such a way that the computational cost is reduced while maintaining 
positivity of the quadratic form and hence stability of the method. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we study methods that are appropriate for nonsmooth ft. Section 6 treats the 
backward Euler method using 
q~(q~) = ~ fl(t -- s)Cp(s)dsdt = 2 c°,jkjq )j, 
. j= l  
where ~ denotes the piecewise-constant i erpolant taking the value ~0 ~ = ~0(t~) on the subinterval 
I~ = (tn_t,t,). This modified method is first-order-accurate, and in Section 7 we consider an 
analogous variant of the Crank-Nicolson method that achieves higher-order accuracy. Moreover, 
in both cases the error estimates require less regularity of the exact solution of (1.1) than was needed 
with the methods for smooth ft. This is exemplified by considering the homogeneous equation with 
kernel fl(t) = t ~- ~ (0 < ~ < 1) and with nonsmooth initial data v, for which the exact solution has 
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the singular behavior described above in (1.6) and (1.7). We show that if t, = (nk) ~ then, for an 
appropriate choice of ~, > 1 and for 0 ~ t, ~ T, the error is O(k) in the case of the backward Euler 
method, and O(k I +~) in the case of the Crank-Nicolson method. Similar results were obtained in 
[1] for the case when (1.1) is an ordinary integro-differential equation, i.e., when H = R. 
Finally, some remarks concerning notation. For brevity, we shall often rely on the context to 
make clear whether a function is real-valued or H-valued. Thus, we write the Sobolev norm of an 
H-valued function q~ defined on an interval I _ N simply as 
Ilcpllw (,) = IIDt, q~(t)llPdt for m =0,1 ,2 , . . .  and 1 ~<p< oo, 
l=O 
with the usual modification when p = oo. Also, C shall denote a generic constant independent of 
essential quantities and not necessarily the same at each occurrence. For simplicity in writing, we 
shall not always trace the exact dependence of constants on fl and the upper time level T. This is 
easily done if desired. We point out that Gronwall's lemma is never used in this paper. 
2. The backward Euler method with a smooth kernel 
For each of our discrete methods, we shall prove stability by mimicking the following derivation 
of the stability estimate (1.3) for the continuous problem. 
Taking the inner product of (1.1) with 2u(t) yields 
fo at Ilu(t)ll2 + 2 ~(t - s ) (Au(s) ,u( t ) )ds  = 2( f ( t ) ,u ( t ) ) .  (2.1) 
We normalize the eigenfunctions of A so that II q~,, II = 1, and denote the corresponding generalized 
Fourier coefficient of u(t) by t~,.(t) = (u(t), ~Pm). Since fl satisfies (1.2), and since the eigenvalues of 
A are all nonnegative, 
f:fo fofo fl(t -- s ) (Au(s ) ,u ( t ) )dsdt  = 2m fl(t -- s)f im(S)~m(t)dsdt ~ O, m=l  
so after integrating (2.1) from t = 0 to t = T, and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we arrive 
at 
fo Ilu(T)ll 2 ~< Ilu(0)[] 2 + 2 [1 f(t)[I Ilu(t)ll dt. 
Thus, with to chosen so that lU(to)[ = maxo ~,~ r lu(t)[, we have 
Ilu(t0)ll2~ < Ilv[I +2  I l f ( t ) l ld t  tlu(t0)ll, 
and the stability estimate (1.3) follows. 
In carrying over the preceding analysis to the backward Euler method with the right rectangle 
rule, we shall use the following property of continuous, positive-definite kernels; cf. [5]. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let 0 <. tz < t2 < "'" < tN <~ T. Provided fl e C[0, T],  
Z q, ~ fl(t. -- tj)rlj >1 -~ fl(O) ~ 17 2, 
n=l  j= l  n=l  
for all (rh, .. . ,  rlN) e ~N.  
Proof. Let/~(s) =/~(Isl). By reversing the order of integration and then renaming variables, 
SO 
q~(T) fi(t -- s)q~(s)dsdt = q~(T) fl(t -- s)qg(s)dsdt, 
qg(T) fl(t - s)q~(s)dsdt = ~ fl(t -- s)fp(t)q)(s)dsdt. 
Let Z(s) = max(1 - ]s],O), and for e > 0 define 
q~(s) = y" rljZj,~(s ) where Zj,~(s) = - Z 
j= l  
(When e is small, Zj,~ approximates the delta function at tj.) For fl continuous on [0, T],  we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that tl > 0 and tN < T. All the tj then lie in the open interval 
(0, T), and it is easily seen that 
t -  s)tp~(t)q~(s)dsdt ~ ~ ~" f l ( t , - -  tj)tl, tlj as e--*0 +. 
n=l  j= l  
Since the integral is nonnegative, so is the limit, and therefore the result follows after noting that 
N ~ 1 N 1 _~ N 
= ~ fl(tn -- tj)~lntlj. [ ]  Z ~. /~(t.-tj)~j ~(o)  E,7.  ~+~.  ~j=, 
n=l  j= l  n=l  - 
Taking r b = kj~o j, we see at once from (1.8) that the quadratic form Q~v ect satisfies the lower bound 
given by (1.9). In particular, Q~cect is positive-definite and we can prove stability. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that f l~ C[0, T]. I f  U" is defined by (1.5), with q, = qreCt given by (1.8), then 
tl 
II U" II ~ II U ° II + 2 Z kj II fJ II 
j= l  
for 0 <<. t, <~ T .  
Proof. Taking the inner product of (1.5) with 2k, U", we find that 
I[ U" l[ ~ - II U"-  1 II 2 ..]_ II U n - U n- 1112 _~ 2k,(q~eCt(A U), U") = 2k,(f",  un). 
A n 
Let Um = (U", era), then 
N oc 
= ~mQN (Urn) >- O, Z ko(qrneCt(AU), Un) Z rect  ^ 
n=l  m=l  
(2.2) 
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so after summing (2.2) from n = 1 to n = N, and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we 
obtain 
N 
I] U N II 2 <~ ]b U ° II 2 + 2 Z k, II f" II II u" II. 
n=l  
Finally, with No chosen such that II U N° 11 = maxo ~, .< N l[ U" ]1, we have 
( N ) 
II g N° II 2 ~ II u ° II + 2 y' k. [1 f" II II u N° II, 
n=l  
from which the lemma follows. [] 
It is now a simple matter to derive the error estimate stated in the Introduction. 
Theorem 2.3. Let u be the exact solution of(1.1), and let U" be the approximate solution obtained 
using the backward Euler method (1.5) with q, = q~eCt given by the right-hand rectangle rule (1.8) and 
with f "  =f(t ,) .  Provided fl ~ C 1 [0, T], 
II u" - u(t.)ll ~< c(f l ,  T)  Z kj(llu, llL,.~) + IIAullwl<~)) 
j= l  
for O <~ t, <<. T .  
Proof. The error e" = U" - u(t.) satisfies a backward Euler equation 
~.e" + qrect(Ae) = z] + zn2 for n ~> O, 
e ° =0,  
where the inhomogeneous terms are 
Z"l = u,(t.) - J .u(t . )  = f l  s -- t . -1 . -k-. uu(s) ds, 
L 
z~ = Bt.(Au) -- q.(Au) = ~ ~.j, 
j= l  
with 
(2.3) 
o'.j = fl  [fl(t. -- s)Au(s) - fl(t. -- t j )Au(t j)]  ds. 
J 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, 
lie"l[ ~<2 ~ kjll~{ + z~l142 i kjllT{ll + 2 ~ kjllz{ll. 
j= l  j= l  j=t  
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Here, [Iz~l[ ~< IluttllL,t~) and, by well-known estimates for the rectangle rule, 
kj II (/3(t. - . )Au("  ))' IIL,(z~). Hence. 
N N n 
Z k~llz~ll ~<211/311c'to, r] F. k .  y. k j l lAu l lw l .~)  
n=l  n=l  j= l  
N 
~< 211/311Oto, r] F. (tN - -  t j -Ok j l [hu l lw l ( l j ) ,  
j= l  
where in the final step we reversed the order of summation. The desired estimate follows. 
II~jll 
[] 
3. Efficient quadrature for the backward Euler method 
We now seek to reduce the computational cost of the backward Euler method by modifying the 
simple rectangle-rule approximation qreet. This is accomplished by replacing f l ( t , -  s) in the 
definition of qreet by a piecewise-linear interpolant. When done in an appropriate manner this will 
reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored and used during the computation without 
sacrificing the order of accuracy of the method. 
For the purpose stated, we select time-level indices 0 = Mo < M1 < M2 < --" and define 
a piecewise-linear interpolant to the function s ~ fl(t.  - s), 
ft.(s) = f l(t.  - tM,_,)Vll(S ) + f l (t .  - tM,)V2t(s) for tM,_, ~< s ~< tM,. 
where 
Vlt(s) tM, -- S S -- tM, , 
K l  ' Vzz(S) - K l  and Kl = tM, -- tM,_, . 
Our modified quadrature approximation is then defined by 
ML 
qrect(q~) = Z f ln( t j )k jq  ) j  q- • /3(tn -- t j )k j~  j '  
j= 1 ML <j <<. n
where L = L(n)  is the unique index satisfying ML <~ n < ML+ 1. Notice that 
L 
gl~°¢'(cp) = F. [/3(t.  - tM,_,)S1, + /3(t. -- tM,)S2,] + 
j= l  
where 
all 
~, /3 ( tn  - -  t j)kjrp j ,  
M~<j<<.n 
Vu( t j )k /p  ~ for i = 1 and 2, and for 1/> 1. 
Mt- I<j~Mt 
By working with the quantities Su, we can compute the first term in ~ect(tp) in O(L) operations 
using O(L) levels of storage, compared with O(n) for qrCCt(tp). We note that in replacing qreet by 
~?c, we have lost the convolution character of the quadrature rule because the interpolant of 
/3 changes at each time step. The proof of stability therefore cannot be based solely on Lemma 2.1. 
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For motivation, consider the case of constant kj = k and equidistant M~, and let 
K = Kt = tM, - tu,_,. Then, because linear interpolation is second-order-accurate, th  difference 
~¢ct _ qrOCt is O(K2). Therefore, if K = O(kl/2), the first-order approximation of q,~eCt to Bt~ is 
retained, and the total number of levels of data which need to be stored and which enter in the 
calculations at any particular time is reduced from O(k-~) to O(k-~/2). 
We now begin our analysis by showing an estimate for ~rect __ qreCt. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  fl e C2[0, t,] and II~llL~(O.,.~Kff /8 ~ ~, then 
n-1 
Iqr~ct(cp) -- q,~*~t(cp) I ~< e ~ kjl~oJl. 
j= l  
Proof. A standard expression for the error in linear interpolation allows us to write 
1 L 
4rect(~0) - -  qreCt(qg) = "~ ~ ~ fl"(tn -- ~nj)(tj -- tM, t)(tM~ -- t j )k j fp j ,  
/=1 Mt_t<j<MI 
with tM,_, < ~nj < tM, for M;_ 1 < j < Mr. Since 
(tj - tM,_,)(tM, -- tj) <~ ¼ K 2 for Ml- 1 < J < Ml, 
the estimate follows at once. Note that ¢ does not enter in the estimate. [] 
In the obvious way, we define the quadratic form O~¢t associated with t~ feet. The next lemma 
shows that O~¢t is positive-definite provided each Kt is bounded by a certain multiple of N -  1/2. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that fl ~ C 2 [0, tN] and 
K 2 fl(O) for < tN. 
--if- II/?" IIL~o. ,,~ ~< --if- tM, 
Then (~ct(~) t> 0 for all 9 e ~N. 
(3.1) 
Proof. Setting QO = 0~¢t  _ Q~eCt we have, by Lemma 3.1 with e = fl(O)/N, 
N N n -1  
n=l  n=l  j= l  
N fl(0) k~l¢l ~< ~ (kn¢) 2, 
n, j=l n= 
so the result follows from the lower bound (1.9) for Q~Ct. [] 
Thus, under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, the numerical method 
~n U n + qrnect(Au) =fn, for n ~> 1, 
V°=v,  
is stable, and the following error estimate holds. 
(3.2) 
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Theorem 3.3. Assume that fl~ C2[0, T]  and that (3.1) holds with ts = T. Let ~ = T /N  be the 
average length of the subintervals Ij in [0, T]. Then the solutions of (1.1) and (3.2) satisfy, for 
0 <~ tn <<. T, 
II U ~ - u(t.)ll ~ C(fl, T) ~ kj(llu, llL,a~ + IlZullwla,~ + [ZllZu(tj)ll). 
j= l  
Proofi The error e ~ = U ~ - u(t,) satisfies 
~,e" + ~rect(Ae) = z~ + z~ + z~, for n ~> 1, e ° = 0, 
where z~ and z~ are the same as in (2.3), and where r$ = qrect(Au) - c~,eCt(Au). By Lemma 3.1, our 
assumption (3.1) implies that, with e = fl(O)/N, 
N N n -1  N 
Z k~ll~ll <<.~ Z k~ ~ ksllAu(ts)]l ~<fl(0)k Z ksllAu(tj)ll. 
n=l  n=l  j= l  j= l  
The result now follows by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. [] 
One may similarly devise modified quadrature schemes that achieve even greater efficiency by 
replacing fl(t, - ") on longer intervals (tM,_ l, tM,) by a higher-order interpolant. We shall forego the 
details (cf. Section 5). 
4. The Crank-Nicolson method with a smooth kernel 
In order to achieve a better rate of convergence, we now study the Crank-Nicolson method: 
mid ~nU n + qn-1/2(AU) =f(tn-1/2) for n >/ 1, 
(4.1) 
U°=v,  
where mid qn-1/2 is defined using a variant of the midpoint rule: 
n--1 
qmldl/2((P) = E fl( tn- 1/2 --  tj-1/2)kjcp j -  1/2 + lfl(O)knq~n-1/2, (4.2) 
j= l  
with 
(pn-1/2 __ (~0n + (pn-1 
2 
By letting t/n = k,~o ~- 1/2, we find using Lemma 2.1 that 
N 
Q~id(q~) = ~, knqmid/2(tp)fpn-1/2 /> 0 for  all ~0, 
n=l  
and are therefore able to prove the following stability estimate. 
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Lemma 4.1. Provided fl~ C[0, T], the solution of(4.1) satisfies 
II U n II ~< II u ° II + 2 ~ kill f ( t j_  1/2)II for 0 <~ t, <~ T. 
j= l  
Proof. Taking the inner product of (4.1) with k,(U ~ + U ~- 1) we obtain 
II U~tl 2 - II u "-1 II 2 + 2k.(q._l/2(aU), U "-~/2) = 2k,(f(t,-1/2), U' -  1/2). 
Summing from n = 1 to n = N, and using the inequality 
~., k,(q,-1/2(AU), U "-1/2) = ~mQ~id(Om) ~ O, 
n=l  m=l  
cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2, we find that 
[IUNII2-IIU°II2<<, 2 ~ k, llf(t,-x/2)][ max IIg'll, 
n=l  O<~n<~N 
from which the lemma follows. [] 
Next we estimate the quadrature rror. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  fl e C2[0, T], then for 0 <<, t, <~ T, 
IN,. ,,2(~o) - qmidl/2(Cp)[ ~< C(fl, T) k. II (P IIw~a.) + • kff II q~ IIw~(1j) • 
j= l  
Proof. Since S i j ( s - t j -1 /2 )ds=O,  we find using Taylor expansion of the integrand about 
s = ti_ 1/2 (with the remainder in integral form) that 
; l f l(tn- 1/2 - -  1/2 - -  tj_ t/2)kjcp(tj- 1/2) ~ k21[ f l  II c2t0, Ta l] ~o rl w¢(,~). s) q)(s) ds ~(t,_ 1 
J 
Combining this estimate with 
[(P(tj-1/2) - qgj-1/21 = f l  kj -2 I s  - tj-1/2[ 
J 4 
and summing over j, we arrive at 
fO 
. - i  n -  1 
f l ( tn -1 /2  - -  s)~p(s)ds -- ~ fl(t.-1/2 - -  t j -1 /2 )k jcp  j -1 /2  
j= l  
n -1  
~<211/~llc2to, Tl ~ k~llq~llwg(1j). 
j= l  
kj ~,, 
qC(s)ds ~< ~- Hz,,aj), 
60 
Similarly, 
f t  t~-1/2 f l ( tn-  1/2 - -  s)qJ(s)ds -- - 
n-I 
and the result follows. [] 
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f l ?  k.~p ~-1/2 << 2k~ll~llclto, rjIl~ollw~a.), 
so the result follows. [] 
for O <. t~ <. T.  II U n - uG)ll ~ C(/L T) ~ k~(llu,.llLl¢,j) + IIAullw~<ij)) 
j= l  
Proof. This time the error e ~ = U ~ - u(t~) satisfies 
mid J~e n + q~-l /2(Ae)=z~ +'c~ fo rn /> l ,  
e ° =0,  
where 
"C~ = ut(tn-1/2) -- J~u(t~) and z~ = Bto_l/2(Au) - qn-midl/2(au). 
Thus, by Lemma 4.1, 
N 
[1 eS [I ~< 2 ~ k, II ~ + ~ II. 
n=l  
Using Taylor expansion of u about t._ 1/2 we find that 
11 r~ II ~< 18 k. II u,,, [Iz,<Io), 
and by Lemma 4.2, 
N N N n -1  
k.]l~ll <~C ~ k~llaullw:(i,)+C Y k. Z k~llaullw~(i~) 
n=l  n=l  n=l  j= l  
N 
~< C ~ (1 + tN-  tj-~)k21[Aullw:a~), 
j= l  
Note that the error bound of Lemma 4.2 does not exceed 
C(fl, T) max k 2 Htp Ilw~aj), 
l<~j<~n 
so in (4.1) the approximation to the memory term is second-order-accurate. 
Once again, an error estimate follows easily from stability. 
Theorem 4.3. Let u be the exact solution of(1.1), and let U n be the approximate solution obtained 
using the Crank-Nicolson method (4.1). Provided fl ~ C 2 [0, T], 
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5. Efficient quadrature for the Crank-Nicoison method 
We saw in Section 3 that the computational cost of the backward Euler method can be reduced 
by modifying the quadrature rule used to approximate he memory term in (1.1). In this section, we 
show that an analogous approach works for the Crank-Nicolson method. 
Set t_l/2 =0, and define fln-1/2(S) to be the Hermite cubic interpolant o the function 
s ~ fl(t._ 1/2 - s) with respect to the knots tu,-  1/2 (l ~> 0), with Ms as in Section 3. Thus, in terms of 
the appropriate Hermite cubic basis functions V~(s) we have 
f in -  1/2(S) = f l(tn- 1/2 - -  tM,-,- 1/2) Vll(S) -- fl '(tn- 1/2 - -  tM,_,- 1/2) V21(S) 
+ fl(t.-  I/2 -- tM,- 1/2) V31(S) -- i f ( t . -  1/2 -- tM,- 1/2) V4I(S) 
for tM,_,- 1/2 <<- S <<. tM,- 1/2" The modified quadrature approximation to Bt._,,~(cp) is then defined in 
the obvious way, but with an additional term involving a positive constant 6. whose role will 
become clear later: 
ML 
qnmi-d/2((p) = E /~n- 1/2(t j  - 1/2)kj~ j -  1/2 _[_ 
j= l  
+ (½fl(O)k. + 6.)q~"-1/2 
Note that first sum equals 
L 
[fl(tn-1/2 -- tM, 1--1/2)$11- f f ( t . -  l/2 - -  tM__- l/2)S2l 
/=1 
+ fl(t._ 1/2 - -  tM,- 1/2)S31 -- fl '(tn- 1/2 - -  tM,- 1/2)S41], 
where 
Sil 
E fl(tn- 1/2 - -  t j -  1/2)kjgo j -  1/2 
ML<j<n 
E gil(tj - 1/2)kjq~j- 1/2  
Mt l<j<~Mz 
so we can evaluate ~mid / x q,-1/2t~0) in O(L) operations using O(L) storage levels. 
We shall now follow the proof in Section 3 with appropriate modifications. Recall that 
Kz = tM, -  tM,_,. We let ~,~id/2(~0) denote the modified quadrature rule ~midl/2(q~) without the 
additional term 6,~0"- 1/2. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 
= II IIL  O, TN, for Ml-1 ~ j <~ Ml. (5.1) 
Then 
n-1  
14L /2( °) - qm! /2( O)I Z ejkjl °J-I/21" 
j=l 
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Proof. A standard expression for the error in Hermite cubic interpolation allows us to write 
L 
qml-dx/2(q~) -- qmi~/2(qg) = -- Z Z x,jkjq 9j-1/2 
/=1 Mt_l<j<Mt 
where 
1 
Knj = ~.  f l (4 ) ( tn -  1/2 - -  ~nj)(tj - 1/2 - -  tM,_,- 1/2)2( tM, -  1/2 - -  t j -  1[2) 2 , 
with tu, ~-1/2 < ~nj < tMt-1/2 for M~-I ~<j ~< Mz. Since 
K~ <j  <Ml ,  ( t j -1/2 -- tM~ 1--1/2)2(tM,-1/2 -- tj--1/2) 2 ~ ~ for Mr-1 
the lemma follows. [] 
We now let (~id(q~) be the quadratic form associated with  qnmidl[2(~0). 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that the positive numbers 6j are nondecreasin9 with j, and that 6j >>. ejtN/2 where 
ej is defined in (5.1). Then (~id(r.p) >~ O for all tp ~ ~N. 
Proof. With QO(q~) the quadratic form corresponding to  ~mi-d/2((p)--qmi-dl/2(q9), we have 
0~id( tp )  = Q~id(qg) -k- QO(q~) q_ SN(q~) where SN(q~) = Y.u=I k.3.(q~"- 112)2. In Section 4 we saw that 
Q~id(~o) ~> 0, so it suffices to show that IQ°(q~)l ~< SN(q~). By Lemma 5.1 and since the fit are 
nondecreasing, 
2 N n-1 
IQ°(~0)l <~ ~ ~ k, ~ kj3jl~o~-l[211~o"-l[2 I 
n=l  j= l  
2 N n-1 
- -  ~B v? l  ~<tN Z Y, k~6)/21~o~-l/21L" ~1[21~0"-1[21 
n=l  j= l  ( )2 
1 ~ k,62/21q~"-1/21 ~ SN(q~), 
<<" t-N ,=1 
which proves the lemma. [] 
Hence, under the assumptions above, the numerical method (4.1) with the modified quadrature 
rule c~mi~/2(~p) is stable. The following error estimate holds. 
Theorem 5.3. I f  fl ~ C*[0, T] and if 6j are nondecreasin9 with 6j >~ ejT/2 and ej as in (5.1), then the 
error estimate of Theorem 4.3 remains valid after addition of a term 
n 
6 ~, kjfij II auJ- 1[2 I1. 
j= l  
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Proof. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, except hat now 
-O,e" + ~lnmi-~/2(Ae) = Znl + zn2 + z~, 
where z7 and r~ are unchanged but there is an extra inhomogeneous term 
z~ = q~i~/2(Au) - {l.~i~/2(Au). 
By stability, 
N N 
LI e N I] ~< 2 )-' k. It z'~ + z~ II + 2 ~ k. II z~ II. 
n=l  n=l  
Here, the first sum is as in the original Crank-Nicolson method (4.1). It remains to consider the 
second sum. Using Lemma 5.1, 
n-1  
II r~ I[ ~< Y~ ~jkj II An J- 1/2 II + ~. Ib au"-  1/2 II 
j= l  
2n-1  
"~ 3E 1"= 6jkj II An J- 1/2 II + ~. II An"-  1/2 II. 
Hence, 
N N 
2 ~ k. II z.~ II ~< 6 }-" k .6 .  II Au" -  1/2 ]l 
n=l  n=l  
and the theorem is proved. [] 
For instance, in the simple case of constant timesteps k, = k and Kl = K, we can satisfy our 
conditions with K = O(x//-k) and with a constant additional term involving 6, = O(k2), thereby 
preserving the O(k 2) accuracy of the Crank-Nicolson method. 
6. The backward Euler method with a nonsmooth kernel 
In this section we relax the regularity assumptions on the kernel, requiring only that 
/3 e L1 (0, T). (Of course,/3 still has to be positive-definite.) Weconsider the backward Euler method 
using a quadrature rule of product-integration type, 
lf, fO q,(qg) = ~ fl(t -- s)Co(s)dsdt = oo.jkjqfi, (6.1) 
. j= l  
where q3 denotes the right-hand, piecewise-constant interpolant, 
~p(s) = qg(tj) for t j_ 1 < s <~ tj, 
which gives 
1 f i r  min"'O - -  /3 ( t  - -  s )  ds dt .  (6.2) 
(DnJ  - -  knkj . vtj_, 
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We shall also use an average of f on the right-hand side of the discrete quation and thus consider 
the backward Euler method, 
if, JnU ~ + q . (AU)  = f "  = ~ f ( t )d t  
n 
U°=v.  
forn~> 1, 
(6.3) 
We remark that this method may be interpreted as the discontinuous Galerkin method using 
piecewise constant approximating functions in time (cf., e.g., [2]). As a result of using averages in 
both the quadrature formula and the right-hand side, the regularity requirements on the exact 
solution are reduced as compared to the methods of Sections 2 and 3. 
Theorem 6.1. For the backward Euler method (6.3), with q,(q~) defined by (6.1) and with p = u - ~, we 
have, for t~ >>- O, 
I lgn -u( tn ) l [  ~< 2 I[flllL,(O,,o) I]AplIds 
~< 211fi[IL,(O,,,) IIAplIL, aO + Y~ k~llZu, llL,a,) • 
j=2  
Proof. Let • denote Laplace convolution so that (fl • (p)(t) = Bt(tp). It follows from the inequality 
II/~*~OIIL2(O,T) ~< II~IILI(O,T) IIq)IIL2(O,T) that (1.2)is valid for all q~ e Lz(O, T). In particular, the 
(discontinuous) function q5 satisfies 
QN(~O) = ~, knqn(q~)q~ n = ~o(t) fl(t - s)(~(s)dsdt >~ 0 
n=l  
for all (~ol, ..., ~o N) e N N. Thus, stability follows as in Lemma 2.2. 
The error e~ = U ~ - u(t~) satisfies 
~e ~ + q~(Ae) = z ~, where r~ =f"  - ~nu(t.) - q~(Au), 
and therefore, since 
z~ = ~ [ut + B,(Au) ] dt - ~.u(tn) - ~ B,(Aa) dt 
n n 
= k~ fl(t - s) Ap(s) ds, (6.4) 
n 
we conclude that 
f?fo }leNl[ <~2 ~ k. llT"ll ~<2 I f l ( t - s ) l l lZp(s ) l ldsdt .  (6.5) n=l  
The result now follows after reversing the order of integration and then estimating Ap using 
p(s) = - ~Ju,(z) dz for s e Ij. [] 
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In the above error bound, the first term after the second inequality has not been absorbed into 
the sum because we do not want to assume that Aut • LI (Ix). 
Thus, if u is smooth then 
l iU  ~ -u( t , ) l l  <<. C i k~ilhu, llL,¢,j) ~ C(  max kj] l lau, llL,¢O,,.), 
j= l  \X <<.j<~n / 
and in the case of a constant ime step k the error is O(k). For an application when variable time 
steps give an improvement, suppose that the exact solution is known to satisfy 
IIAu(t)ll + tllaut(t)ll ~ Ct -~ for 0 < t < T with 0 < t5 < 1. (6.6) 
For instance, if fl(t) = t ~- 1 with 0 < ~ < 1 and i f f=  0, then by taking # = r = ½ in (1.6) and (1.7) we 
see that (6.6) holds with 6 = (1 + ~)/2, for any initial data v e D(A1/2). Consider using time levels of 
the form 
t, = (nk) ~ fo rn />0wi th? /> l .  (6.7) 
The choice V = 1 results in a constant stepsize k, = k, but by choosing ? > 1 we can make k, smaller 
near t = 0, and thereby compensate for the singular behaviour of the solution. Note that if 
k = 1 /M then M is the number of time steps in [0, 1]. The elementary inequalities 
? k, 
2~-1 <<- ktl-x/--------~ <~ 7 for n ~> 2, (6.8) 
show how k, varies with t,. Using (6.6) we see that 
IIApiILI¢~,) ~< IlAullL,(~o + kl IlAu(h)l[ <<. Ckl -~ 
and, for j >/2, 
II ap [IL~(,~) <<- k 2 II Au, IlL~(ij) <~ CkZt[  a -a 
Thus, with the help of (6.8), if we choose 7 > 1/(1 - 6) then on any finite interval [0, T],  
II U n - u(t,)ll ~< Ck ~(1-n) + Ck ~ kjt] -o- l I t  <. Ck(1 + tn ~(1-a)-l) ~< Ck. 
j=2 
However, in the case of a constant stepsize (i.e., ? = 1) the error estimate of Theorem 6.1 shows only 
II U" - u(t,)ll ~< Ck ~-~ 
7. The Crank-Nicolson method with a nonsmooth kernel 
In this section we shall study a version of the Crank-Nicolson method that is analogous to the 
backward Euler method of Section 6. Since we want to approximate the integral in (1.1) over 
(0, t._ 1/2) formally to second order, we shall use the quadrature formula 
= [t(t - s)Cp(s)dsdt = Y. o9,~k/P j-1/2, (7.1) 
. j= l  
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where Co now denotes the piecewise-constant approximation 
Co(s) = (p(tj) + q)(tj -- 1) 
2 
for tj_ 1 < S < tj,  
but the coefficients (o,j are still given by (6.2). With this choice of q,_ 1/2((P) we shall consider the 
method 
J ,U" + q , _x /z (AU)=f  "-1/2 =1 f t  f ( t )d t  
kn . 
U°=v,  
forn~> 1, 
(7.2) 
and begin by showing that the result of Theorem 6.1 carries over to the present situation. 
Theorem 7.1. For the Crank-Nicolson method (7.2) with q,-l/2((P) defined by (7.1) and with 
p = u - ~, we have for t, >>- O, 
fo I l g " -u ( t . ) l l  ~< 2 H fl[ILl¢O,,.) [IAp(s)[lds 
~< 2l]fl[lL~<O,t.) []ApIIL,<I1) + 2 kjllAutlfL,<Z,) • 
j=2  
Proof. The stability estimate of Lemma 4.1 remains valid (with f(tn-1/2) replaced by f , -a /2)  
because 
Qu((P) = Z k,q,-,/2((P)(P " -1/2= Co(t) 
n=l  
fl(t - s)co(s)dsdt >~ 0 
for all (q)O, (pl, ..., q)N) ~ ~N+ X. The equation for the error en = U" - u(t,) is 
J,e" + q,_ 1/2(Ae) = z", where -c" =jT.-a/2 _ J ,u(t,) - q,_ 1/2(Au), 
which again gives (6.4) and hence (6.5). The desired result now 
p(s) = ½[Itj_l ut(z)dz - ~]' ut(z)dz] for s ~ Ij. [] 
follows 
(7.3) 
since 
Even though the method under consideration is formally accurate of second order, the above 
result is only of first order. We shall now show that under additional assumptions on fl, higher 
accuracy than first order can be attained. We first consider a case when fl is continuous at t = 0, 
and prove the following result that shows O(k 2) convergence when kj = k and u is smooth. 
Theorem 7.2. Assume that fl is continuous and nonincreasing on [0, T]. Then for the Crank-Nicolson 
method (7.2) we have, for 0 <<. t, <. T, 
II U" - u(t,)ll ~< 6t, fl(0) IIApllL,<tl) + 2 k~llAu, llL, t~j) + max kjllAutXlL, ttj) • 
j=2  2<~j<.n 
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Proof. Let e(t) = Sof l ( t -  s)Ap(s) ds so that 
fl I[eU II ~< 2 ~ k, l[ z" I[ ~< 2 I[ ~(t)II dt; (7.4) n=l  
cf. (6.4), (6.5) and (7.3). To estimate the right-hand side, consider 
;o (~(t), Z) = i(t - s)(Ap(s), 7.) ds for t e [0, T] and Z e H. 
Since i is monotonic on [0, T], we can apply the second mean value theorem for integrals and 
obtain 
(e(t), Z) = t(t) (Ap(s),z)ds + fl(O) (Ap(s),z)ds 
for some ~ (depending on Z and t) with 0 ~< ¢ ~< t. Thus, since 0 ~< i(t) ~< i(O), 
Ifo Ifo max (Ap(s), Z) ~< 3i(0)[I Z II max Ap(s) ds I(e(t),Z)l <~ 3t(0) o.<,¢, o~<,.<, 
and so 
fo L II ~(t)II ~< Nil(0) max Ap(s) ds . 
Combining this inequality with (7.4) gives 
max I "Ap(s)dsl for0~<tN~<T. IleNll ~< 6tM~(0) 
0~<q~T I Jo I 
Finally, by Taylor expansion of u (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.2 in the case i - 1), if r/~ I, then 
f iAp(s)ds ~ k2HAuttllL,(~) for 2 ~< - 1 <~ j l'l 
J 
and 
SO 
ft ~ ds Ap(s) <<. k. II Au, IIL,(~.), 
n-1 
fo  ds . -  1 Ap(s) <~ II Ap [IL,(~,) + 
j=2  
and the error estimate follows. [] 
k2 II Au,, IIL.~) -4- k. I1Au, IIL,(I.), 
Next we consider the case when 
fl(t) = t ~-1 with0<0¢<l ,  (7.5) 
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the solution satisfies 
[IAu(t)ll + tllAu,(t)l[ + t21[Au,(t)[[ <~ Ct -~ with 0 < 6 < 1, (7.6) 
and the time levels are geometrically spaced as in (6.7), cf. our earlier discussion of (1.6), (1.7) and 
(6.6). We redefine q3 on the first subinterval, setting 
qS(s) = q~(tl) for 0 < s < t l ,  
and thereby obtain a slightly modified quadrature formula 
l f , ;o  i " t~n- 1/2(q)) = ~ fl(t -- s)(o(s)dsdt = o)nlklq~ 1 q- O)njkjtp J-1/2 . (7.7) 
n j=2 
Here, the tonj are once again given by (6.2). The point is that we do not want ~n_ 1/2(AU) to involve 
AU ° = Au(O) because the latter may not exist. 
Theorem 7.3. Assume (7.5) and (7.6), and consider the Crank-Nicolson method (7.2), with q~_ 1/2 
replaced by ~ln-1/2 given in (7.7). I f  the time levels are defined by (6.7) with 7 > 2/(1 - ~), then 
I [Un-u( t ,  )[I ~<Ckl +~ forO<<,tn <~ T. 
Proof. The quadratic form 
ON(q~) = fl(t -- s)~(s)Cp(t)dsdt = klt~l/2((p)tp I -t- 2 knqn-1/2(q~)tP n-1/2 
n=2 
is positive-definite, and consequently we can show the stability estimate 
II u ~ II ~< If U ° II + 2 ~ kj[] f J- 1/2 j[ for n ~> 0. 
j= l  
The proof is essentially as for Lemma 4.1, except hat when n = I we take the inner product of (7.2) 
with 2k lU 1 to obtain 
Ir u I II 2 - II U ° II 2 + II u I - U ° 112 + 2kl(~h/2(AU), U 1) = 2k l ( f  1/2, U1); 
cf. the stability proof for the backward Euler method in Lemma 2.2. Thus, (7.4) follows as before. 
We now need to estimate II ~(t) II. Since fl is monoton ic ,  we find as in the proof of Theorem 7.2 that 
for t e In and n 1> 2, 
f~o-2 s)Ap(s)ds fo' as max Ap(s) fl(t - <~ 3fl(t -- tn- 2) o <~ g<<.t.-2 
( ) Cflfk,-1) [IApllL,a,) + F, k~[lAu,tllL, a~) + max kjllAu, llL,ti~) 
j=2 2<~j<~n-2 
and also that 
f t fl(t - s)Ap(s)ds 
a-2  
II ~ Itel(O,k.-l +k.)II AUt IILI(I . . . .  I.)" 
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Using (6.8) and (7.6), we obtain with v = (1 - 00(1 - l /y)  e (0, 1), 
Q n-2  k3t_ (2+6 ) 2 -(1+6)) I[g(t)ll ~< Ckan -1 kl -'~ -k ~, -j  .j -k max k) tj q- Ckl+~tn (1+~) 
j=2  2 <~j<~n-2 
1-6-2/~,  <<. Ck~n-lk 2 k ~t1-~)-2 q- ~. k j t ;  ~-2/~ q- max tj <% Ckl+~t2 ~, 
j=2  2 <<.j<~n 
where we have used the assumption that y > 2/(1 - ~). For  t ~ I1 we have 
fo II e(t)N <% C (t - s) ~- 1s-ads ~ Ck~ -~ = Ck ~(~-~) <~ Ck 1 +~. 
Inserting these bounds into (?.4) gives 
lie nil ~< Ck 1+~' kl + ~ knt2 v <<. Ck 1+~', j=2 
which completes the proof. [] 
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